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Abstract: A growing amount of Arabic textual content comes accessible via the World Wide Web in properties and companies

via Internet and Intranet services, there is a pressing need for technology and tools to handle the relevant data. In the context of

Arabic processing of language, high-dimensional computation. The stemming method is intended to be used throughout document

categorization to lower the high dimensionality of the domain of features, which improves categorization system performance,

especially for highly modulating languages such as Arabic. It then digs into other sub-topics, such as methods for decreasing

dimensionality, categorization computations, natural language processing jobs, and Arabic-specific applications. Each sub-topic is

explored in depth, emphasising the main findings, techniques, and significant advances documented in the scientific literature. In

addition, the survey report analyses future trends as well as prevalent obstacles in high-dimensional computing with Arabic language

processing. It investigates the effectiveness and relevance of existing procedures while also exposing gaps and limits that need to be

addressed further. The report provides knowledge of the present situation of the topic and suggests new directions for future studies by

critically analysing the examined literature. This survey report is significant because of its ability to integrate and synthesise current

knowledge, offering researchers as well as practitioners with a complete resource on the combination of high-dimensional computing

with Arabic processing of languages. The paper may be utilised as an easy way to find pertinent works that cover a given issue for a

particular dialect.

Keywords: High dimensionality, Arabic language processing, Natural Language processing, Arabic language application.

1 Introduction

The computational processing and evaluation of data that
exists in high-dimensional areas is referred to as
high-dimensional computation. It entails working with
and altering data that contains a large number of aspects
or characteristics. Arabic language processing, on the
contrary hand, is concerned with computational
examination and comprehension of Arabic. The
application of advanced computational techniques to
process, analyse, and comprehend Arabic text and speech
data in high-dimensional spaces is referred to as Arabic
language processing in high-dimensional computation.
This field includes a wide range of tasks, including
Arabic text categorization, sentiment analysis,
information retrieval, machine translation, speech
recognition, and many more. High-dimensional

applications of computers in Arabic language processing
are numerous and significant. They can be utilised in a
variety of applications, including retrieval of data, social
media evaluation, sentiment assessment, automated
translation, personal assistants, and a lot more. These
technologies enhance the availability of Arabic content,
enhance interaction, and facilitate decision-making in a
variety of fields. In essence, high-dimensional computing
with Arabic language processing entails using computer
approaches to analyse and comprehend Arabic text and
speech data stored in high-dimensional spaces. It is a
vibrant and fast expanding sector with tremendous
potential for breakthroughs in a variety of areas, all of
which contribute to the growth of Arabic language
technologies and their incorporation into the daily
lives.Arabic is classified into three categories: traditional
Arabic, contemporary basic Arabic, and dialect Arabic.
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The Arabic language takes these forms based on three
important parameters: morphology, grammar, and lexical
mixing. Classical Arabic is used mostly in
Arabic-speaking economies, rather than in the diaspora.
Traditional Arabic can be discovered in religious texts
like the Sunnah and Hadith, as well as several historical
documents. Diacritic signs (also known as ”Tashkil” or
short consonants) are often employed as phonetic cues to
show proper pronunciation in Ancient Arab. Diacritics, on
the opposite hand, are regarded optional in the majority of
Arabic language [1]. Modern Standard Arabic is used on
television, in media outlets, in poems, and in literature.
The alphabet, spelling, and lexicon of the written Arabic
script have not changed in a minimum of four millennia.
Almost no surviving language can make such a claim.
Arabs use dialect Arabic or ”colloquial Arabic” on a
regular basis. It can be encountered in many different
countries and regions. Syro Palestanian Arabic, Arabian
Peninsula Arabic, Mesopotamian Arabic, Egyptian
Arabic, and Maghrebi Arabic are the dialects. Arabic
language is commonly utilised, usually written, by web
surfers and social networking users; dialect Arabic differs
by location. MSA is used to acquire sections of words in
conversational Arab [2].

The volume of these opinions, as well as their readily
available and availability, gave rise to computer
programmes that use sentiment assessment (opinion
analysis) as a key aspect in forecasting stocks, assessing
goods, public polling, and others. Nevertheless, because
to the intricate nature of the language, computerised
sentiment assessment is still far from delivering output of
equal quality to humans. In addition, the Arabic language
complicates computerised sentiment assessment due to its
grammatical complexity, ambiguity, and high number of
dialectal variances. These difficulties add to the
complexity of the necessary natural language processing
(NLP). In the past ten years, there has been a surge in
fascination with processing natural languages for dialectic
Arab. This expansion can be attributed to a variety of
variables, such as the widespread use of Arabic dialects in
social media. The subjects addressed by computer
linguistic for dialects of Arabic span from basic
characteristics of language including grammar to complex
methods such as automated translation [3].

The world’s dialects could have universal traits on a
deep, theoretical straight, yet the frameworks seen in
real-world, surface-level writings might vary
dramatically. This cross-lingual variance has hampered
the growth of strong, multilingually relevant Natural
Language Processing (NLP) the internet, and as a result,
existing NLP is still mostly limited to a handful of
resource-rich language. Furthermore, most advanced
algorithms for machine learning rely on monitoring from
(large volumes of) labelled data—a criterion that almost
all of the languages spoken worldwide cannot meet [4].
Rady et al [5] suggested that the expressed ideas and
comments comprise a great information mine all around
the world. Indeed, businesses, governments, and

institutions are becoming more involved in mining big
data to better their offerings. As a result, sentiment
analysis is a powerful technique for exploring such raw
huge data and extracting useful information. Indeed, a lot
of researchers have been drawn to this topic, and
numerous research organisations are attempting to better
understand the subject and the tools available. One of the
goals of SA is to assess the generally social media. In
particular, Sentimental Analysis seeks to classify views
and remarks as positive neutral and negative. This type of
analysis allows businesses and institutions to gain
valuable knowledge in order to improve their strategy and
merchandise or better comprehend tendencies and
behaviour. Opinion analysis, emotion formation (e.g.,
joyful, sad, and angry), and mood and emotion detection
towards written or auditory texts are critical components
of AI technologies and NLP. The grammar of the
language of Arabic is distinct in footings of textual and
phonetic structure. Each word contains either implied or
explicit either favourable or adverse implications. There
are several sorts of writing in Arabic, including prose,
writing, gratitude, critiques, and furthermore. All of these
arts involve a large number of semantic frameworks that
provide value on a visible or implicit basis. Thus,
somebody may identify the writing approach of any
writer of a book by examining the importance of the
words and feelings of positive or negative aspects of
disdain, appreciation, respect, sadness, love-hate, and so
on [6].

2 High dimensional computing with Arabic

language processing

The purpose of this study is to undertake a thorough
literature review in the subject of high dimensional
computing in Arabic language processing. Understanding
and analysing the techniques and methods utilised in this
discipline, such as artificial intelligence, machine
learning, and big data analysis, is fundamental to the
research. Academic sources and prior research on the
difficulties encountered in high-dimensional computing
for Arabic Language Processing will be reviewed. The
efficacy of text analysis, classification, translation, and
information extraction procedures will also be evaluated.
This literature review will shed light on previous research,
emphasising improvements and weaknesses in high
dimensional computing for Arabic language processing.
The results of this poll will help to conduct additional
studies in this rapidly changing subject.

Based on the given percentages, the Fig.1 represents
the growth or adoption rate of high dimensional
computing in Arabic language processing over a span of
seven years from 2016 to 2022. Each percentage
represents the proportion or relative increase in the
utilization or application of high dimensional computing
techniques specifically in the context of Arabic language
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Fig. 1: Published paper (2016-2022).

processing. In 2016, the percentage was 15%, indicating a
relatively low level of adoption or awareness of high
dimensional computing methods in Arabic language
processing. However, in the following year, 2017, there
was a significant jump to 40%, suggesting a substantial
increase in the utilization of high dimensional computing
techniques in this domain. This growth may be attributed
to the recognition of the potential benefits and
advancements brought by high dimensional computing
for Arabic language processing tasks. In 2018, the
percentage dropped to 10%, indicating a slight decrease
in the rate of adoption or the use of high dimensional
computing methods compared to the previous year. This
could be due to various factors such as challenges in
implementing these techniques, limited availability of
resources, or the emergence of alternative approaches.
The trend continued in 2019, with another 10% adoption
rate, indicating a relatively stable or stagnant growth in
the utilization of high dimensional computing in Arabic
language processing. However, in 2020, the percentage
dropped to 0%, suggesting a pause or decline in the
adoption of these methods. This could be due to various
reasons such as shifting research focus, emerging
alternative approaches, or limited progress in high
dimensional computing techniques specific to Arabic
language processing during that year. In 2021, the graph
shows a resurgence with an adoption rate of 25%,
indicating a significant increase in the utilization of high
dimensional computing techniques in Arabic language
processing. This growth may be attributed to
advancements in the field, increased awareness, or the
development of new algorithms and models tailored to
Arabic language processing. Finally, in 2022, the
percentage returns to 10%, indicating a stabilization or
slight decrease in the growth rate of high dimensional
computing in this domain compared to the previous year.
Overall, the graph demonstrates the varying rates of
adoption and growth of high dimensional computing in

Arabic language processing over the years, reflecting the
evolving landscape of research and application of
computational methods in this field.

2.1 Artificial Intelligence

In the research proposed by Ali et l. [7,8] The Arabic
datasets were analysed using AI and natural language
processing in conversion tools available online. It is
amusing that just 1% of online material is in Arabic,
despite the fact that 5% of the population of the globe
understands Arabic. This relates to the disproportion
prevalence of Arabic language on-line material in
comparison to other dialects, which could be related to a
variety of factors, including a dearth of Arabic language
specialists. This study aims to examine the impact of
Machine Translation (MT) technology and Translation
Memory (TM) applications commonly used in Arab
society for educational and commercial purposes. The
objective is to determine the feasibility of transitioning
from Arabic Personalization to Arabic Globalization,
thereby facilitating the use of Natural Language
Processing (NLP) methods for human-computer
interfaces. The research will focus on analyzing selected
machine translation programs to evaluate their content
and applications, aiming to assess their ability to maintain
the essence of the original language without the need for
human supervision. Ambient Intelligence (AmI), with its
intelligent components, possesses capabilities in media
management and computational intelligence, areas where
existing MT software often falls short. By conducting
further studies, AmI may uncover potential solutions to
the challenges presented in this research.

In research proposed by Muaad et al. [9,10]
Misogyny and Sarcasm Identification in Arabic Texts
Using Artificial Intelligence is developed. Social media
connectivity is a popular subject in everyday life,
especially right now. Multiple research projects have
looked into the effect of remarks. Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram are just a handful of the social media platforms
that are utilised for spreading various news stories around
the globe on a daily basis. Detailed AI-based research is
described in this work for automatically identifying
misogyny and sarcasm in Arabic text in ternary and
several classes contexts. The proposed AI approach
focuses on the ability to detect instances of misogyny and
sarcasm in Arabic text found on social media platforms.
To achieve this, a comprehensive evaluation is conducted
using seven advanced NLP classifiers: Arabic RoBERTa,
Logistic Regression Classifier, Linear Support Vector
Classifier, Random Forest Classifier, Passive Aggressive
Classifier, Decision Tree Classifier, and K-Nearest
Neighbor Classifier. These classifiers are applied to
fine-tune, demonstrate, and assess their effectiveness in
identifying both misogyny and sarcasm. Two Arabic
Twitter datasets, specifically the misogyny dataset and the
Abu Farah dataset, are employed for this purpose. The
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evaluation considers two possible scenarios: binary
classification and multi-class classification for each
investigation, focusing on either misogyny or sarcasm.
The study does not find a correlation between various
themes and the challenge posed by mixed-language
content.

In the research proposed by Muaad, Al-antari, et al.
[11,12] give a note on DL based ArCAR network for
Arabic text detection with character-level visualisation.
The method of classifying Arabic contents is known as
AI-based text categorization. Traditional machine
learning algorithms encounter significant hurdles when
the volume of Arabic text in social contexts grows due to
how complicated of word patterns and the various nature
of the Arabic language. To address this, this research
paper introduces an algorithm based on deep
convolutional neural networks (CNN) that enables
representation and recognition of Arabic text at the
character level. The proposed system is validated through
five-fold cross-validation testing for the categorization of
Arabic text documents. The researchers evaluated Arabic
text using this approach and found that the ArCAR
system effectively classifies Arabic text on an individual
character level. In fact, the ArCAR system achieved the
highest accuracy of 97.76% in document categorization
when using the AlKhaleej-balance dataset. The proposed
ArCAR system emerges as a practical solution for
accurate participation in authentic Arabic text, for
comprehension and as a classification engine. However, it
is important to note that the study did not address
challenges related to multi-label classification of texts and
Arabic data enhancement, which remain as potential
limitations.

In the research proposed by Mohammad, Alwada‘n, et
al. [13,14] present a detail note on a Naive Bayes, Neural
Network and Support Vector Machine Classification of
Arabic Text. Text classification is an important part of
information extraction. Text algorithms for categorization
are used to group articles into predefined classes. There
are several tactics and procedures for categorising
information, and many studies on English text
categorization have been undertaken. However, a few
investigations on Arabic text classification have been
conducted. The study goes over three well-known data
method classifications. Each of these well-known
techniques is applied to an Arabic data source. A
comparison of these three approaches is made.
Furthermore, this study used a fixed quantity of sheets for
every single record kind during the stages of testing and
training. The results show that the Support Vector
Machine produces the best results. The authors feel that if
feature extraction and selection in pre-processing steps
are enhanced, MLP-NN could generate superior
outcomes, as the 600-input layer offers favourable
outcomes. The disadvantage of the research is that it does
not include alternate extraction and choice of features
methodologies with MLPNN, as well as comparison
studies on feature extract and choice.

In the research proposed by Aljedani et al. [15,16]
define the machine learning-based hierarchical
multi-label Arabic text categorization system. The
multi-label categorization method assigns many labels to
each item at the same time. Many real-world problems
with categorization use high-dimensional label fields that
can easily be organised in a hierarchy. Every situation in
this sort of issue may correspond to numerous labels, and
tags are organised in a hierarchical framework. It is a
more difficult task than flat classification since the
approach to categorization has to adjust for hierarchical
connections among labels and forecast multiple tags for
identical occurrence. Few works have looked into
multi-label text classification in Arabic. The majority of
these research have mostly concentrated on flat
categorization while ignoring the concept of hierarchy. As
a result, this work investigates progressive multi-label
categorization in the larger context of Arabic. The
influence of feature assortment strategies and feature set
dimensions on classification performance is also studied.
Furthermore, to enhance the hierarchical categorization,
the Hierarchy of Multilabel Classifier (HOMER)
algorithm is optimised by examining various types of
multi-label categorization methods, clustering techniques,
and clustering ratios. Furthermore, this study adds to
previous studies by establishing and making accessible to
the public a hierarchical multi-label Arabic database in a
suitable format for categorization according to hierarchy.
The findings show that the suggested model beats every
other model included in the trials in terms of computing
expenses while consuming less time (2 h) than other
assessed systems. The primary drawback of this study is
the use of various organized methods for determining the
total number of clusters in the clustering algorithm and
Fast Text as text depiction techniques, as well as the use
of distinct stemming computations and the preparation of
a list of Arabic human names for simple elimination
throughout the stop word removal phase.

2.2 Machine learning and Deep learning

Taha et al. [17,18] proposed a method on describing the
multi-label classifier using the binary relevance (br)
approach for Arabic data. In the last few years,
multi-label text categorization has grown in popularity,
with each document receiving numerous labels at the
same time. The enormous space of all conceivable label
packages, which is exponentially to the number of
potential tags, makes multi-label text categorization a
particularly difficult problem. One of the drawbacks of
older multi-label classification techniques is that they
frequently fail to keep up with the number of particular
tags and instructional samples. A substantial amount of
processing effort is necessary for categorising a huge
number of written materials with high dimension,
particularly the dialect of Arabic, which has a very
complicated morphological and is rich in character. The
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existing research on multi-label categorization of Arabic
text has been limited, prompting the need for a new
approach in this study. The research aims to design and
develop a novel method for multi-label text categorization
in Arabic texts using a binary relevance approach. This
binary relevance is generated through an additional set of
machine learning models. Four different multi-label
categorization techniques are experimentally evaluated:
SVM classifiers, KNN classifiers, NB classifiers, and
various types of predictors. In addition, three feature
selection procedures are investigated in order to improve
the performance of Arabic multi-label text classification.
The goal is to combine categorising methods and methods
for selecting features to build a more effective multi-label
grouping strategy. The method is evaluated using
completely standardised data that is processed. The result
demonstrate that machine learning algorithms employing
binary relevance, consisting of a diverse set of classifiers,
yield the best outcomes. The approach achieves a high
overall F-measure of 86.8% for multi-label classification
of Arabic text. Moreover, the findings indicate that the
selected feature selection strategies significantly impact
the categorization performance. Specifically, the use of a
diverse set of algorithms proves to be an effective and
feasible solution for Arabic multi-label text
categorization. However, it is important to note that the
research faced limitations due to the small amount of
available data and the absence of well-annotated datasets,
which is considered a significant drawback.

Alhaj et al. [19,20] proposed an method on the
Influence of Stemming Techniques on Arabic Document
Identification. Stemming is a powerful technique that is
commonly used in information retrieval, , natural
language processing machine learning, document
classification (DC), and machine translation. Its primary
goal in document categorization is to lower the dimension
of the feature space, resulting in enhanced efficiency in
the classification system, particularly when dealing with
highly variable dialects like Arabic. The purpose of this
study is to investigate the impact of three stemming
techniques on Arabic Document Classification (ISRI,
Tashaphyne, and ARLStem). The categorization methods
used in the study are NB, SVM, and KNN. Furthermore,
the results clearly show that SVM outperforms KNN and
NB classifiers, with a Micro-F1 value of 94.64% when
utilising the ARLStem stemmer. A significant
disadvantage of this work is the lack of emphasis on
developing an Arabic stemmer that overcomes the
inadequacies that accompany current stemming
techniques.

Suleiman et al. [21,22] suggested an approach on
identifying the plagiarism in Arabic text sing deep
learning technique. Plagiarism detection is critical,
particularly for academics, researchers, and students.
Despite the fact that there are numerous identifications of
plagiarism programmes available, the process remains
difficult due to the vast volume of internet publications. In
this study, we propose using the word2vec method to

identify semantic correspondence among words in
Arabic, which may be helpful in the detection of
plagiarism. Word2vec is an approach to deep learning that
employs high accuracy for expressing words as vector
patterns. The level of the vector illustration is determined
by the corpus utilised in the training stage. Researcher
utilised the OSAC corpus to train the word2vec technique
in this research. Furthermore, the cosine similarity
measure is employed for determining the resemblance
across the vectors of words. The similarity evaluates
indicate how simple modifications to text, such as altering
just a single word or altering the location of verbs and
adjectives, result in a level of similarity of 99%, allowing
for the detection of plagiarism even if the test changes by
replacing phrases with substitutes or changing the word
order. If the modifications are limited to single words, the
suggested method can detect text similarity.

Lulu et al. [23,24] proposed a research on deep
learning algorithm for automatic Arabic dialect
identification. This covers a variety of Arabic dialects,
that constitute the native dialects of people who speak it.
The availability of text Arabic dialectal varieties on the
Web has created numerous new possibilities and
challenges for machine learning and Arabic word
processing. The detection of this type of unstructured
information has a significant impact on a variety of
programmes, including sentiment evaluation and
automated translation. Nevertheless, due to the unique
characteristics of dialectal textual information, normal
NLP methods built for traditional data fall short.
Techniques involving deep learning are known to be quite
effective at parsing dialectal text on social media. In this
research, researcher look at a number of deep learning
models for automatically classifying Arabic dialectal
literature. Research looks at the most common languages
in the sample. Egyptian (EGP), Levantine (LEV), and
Gulf (GLF). Four distinct models based on deep neural
networks were used to investigate the Arabic dialectal
classification issue for every combination of the three
languages (binary classification tests), in addition to one
ternary-classification investigation that included all
dialects. The outcomes reveal that the simulations
function differently but promisingly for each pair of
languages. Furthermore, we conducted a detailed
assessment of the manually-annotated AOC the data set
and research conclude that there’s a significant
requirement for a complete refining and evaluation of the
AOC annotated clauses, as it is a vital reference dataset in
the area.

The mentioned research works address a wide range
of problems including Arabic language processing and
machine learning approaches. The research focuses on the
impact of machine translation and translation memory
tools on Arabic language processing, with the goal of
making natural language processing approaches for
human-computer interactions more accessible. Using
multiple NLP classifiers, an AI-based strategy is used to
detect misogyny and sarcasm in Arabic texts on social
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media networks. ArCAR is a deep learning-based method
for character-level visualisation and detection of Arabic
text, with a focus on document categorization. When the
performance of Naive Bayes, Neural Network, and
Support Vector Machine classifiers for Arabic text
classification is compared, it is discovered that the
Support Vector Machine classifier produces the best
results. They investigate the impact of feature selection
strategies and dimensions on classification performance
in the recursive multi-label categorization of Arabic text
using machine learning techniques. Using multiple
machine learning models and feature selection
methodologies, the researchers present a binary relevance
strategy for multi-label text categorization of Arabic data.
ARLStem outperforms other stemmers in research on the
impact of stemming techniques on Arabic document
identification. They create a deep learning-based
language generation system for Arabic telemedicine
advice, concentrating on next-word prediction. Research
proposes using word2vec and cosine similarity to identify
plagiarism in Arabic text, whereas Lulu et al. [23,24]
investigate deep learning techniques for automatic Arabic
dialect recognition. Overall, these research advance the
field of Arabic language processing by demonstrating the
use of machine learning approaches in numerous areas of
Arabic text analysis.

2.3 Natural Language Processing and

Sentimental analysis

Larabi Marie-Sainte et al. [25,26] proposed a method on
Natural Language Processing in Arabic and Machine
Learning-Based Systems. The development of methods
and instruments that may utilise and analyse the Arabic
language in both oral and written settings is known as
Arabic natural language processing (ANLP). ANLP
contributes significantly to numerous existing
technologies. It offers helpful and accessible instruments
for Arabic and other languages speakers to utilise in a
variety of sectors. Machine learning (ML) performances
are utilized in the development of modern ANLP
technologies. Given their exceptionally high precision
rate irrespective of the sturdiness of the data utilised and
the simplicity that they may be applied, machine learning
(ML) techniques are frequently employed in Natural
Language Processing. The technique of ANLP systems
using ML, on the opposite side, involves numerous
discrete phases. As a result, it is critical to recognise and
comprehend those stages, as well as the most extensively
utilised ML algorithms. The article addresses this topic in
depth, demonstrates the application of ML approaches in
the development of such tools, and highlights established
methods employed in ANLP. Furthermore, this survey
covers the features and complexities of the Arabic
language, as well as the significance and demands of
ANLP. More methods that use ANLP-based machine

learning techniques with semi-supervised and
unsupervised methods is not covered in the study which is
considered as the main drawback of the research.

Özçift et al. [27,28] proposed a method on using
bidirectional encoder reconstructions from transformer
(BERT) to advance natural language processing (NLP)
uses for morphologically rich languages. Language
modelling pre-training designs have proven beneficial for
learning language concepts. With fine-tuning,
bidirectional encoder reconstructions from transformers
(BERT), a recent deep bidirectional paying attention
representation from unlabelled text, has produced
outstanding outcomes in several natural language
processing (NLP) applications. In this study, we wish to
show how effective BERT is for a morphological rich
dialect like Turkish. Historically, substantial linguistic
pre-processing processes have been needed for
morphologically challenging dialects to be able to prepare
the data for machine learning (ML) methods. To create an
effective data structure to address limited data or
high-dimension difficulties, operations such as
tokenization, the lemmatization or a stemming and
attribute engineering are required. In this setting,
researcher choose five different Turkish NLP research
topics from the writing: sentiment analysis, cyberbullying
proof of identity, text categorization, recognising
emotions, and identifying spam. The empirical efficacy of
BERT was then contrasted with that of the basic ML
algorithms. Finally, researcher discovered improved
outcomes in the specified NLP issues in contrast to base
ML systems while reducing expensive pre-processing
chores. As a future direction, researcher plan to use
lighter versions of BERT-like architectures to decrease
training time periods while keeping prediction
performances high.

Soliman et al. [29,30] proposed a research on a
collection of Arabic word embedding models for
application in Arabic Natural Language Processing
(NLP). Recent advancements in neural networks have had
a significant impact on fields like artificial intelligence
(AI), speech recognition, and natural language processing
(NLP). Word embeddings, a technique that represents
words as matrices in a continuous space while preserving
their grammatical and semantic relationships, have
emerged as a major development in NLP. AraVec is an
open-source initiative that focuses on pre-trained word
embeddings specifically tailored for Arabic NLP research,
providing an affordable and effective solution. The initial
release of AraVec includes six distinct models for word
embeddings trained on three major Arabic text domains:
web pages, tweets, and Wikipedia Arabic articles. These
models are created using over 3.3 billion tokens, ensuring
comprehensive coverage. This paper discusses the tools
and data cleaning strategies employed in developing the
models, the preprocessing steps performed, and the
specific approaches used for word embedding generation.
The availability of these models allows other NLP
researchers to utilize them for various NLP tasks and
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enhance performance. In the future, the researcher aims to
explore character-level embeddings and leverage these
models to tackle additional challenges such as Arabic
sentiment analysis and named entity recognition.

Soufan et al. [31,32] proposed a method on deep
learning for Arabic text analysis of sentiment. It was also
working effectively in the NLP sector due to the
abundance of online written content, such as social media
platforms and review sites, which have grown in
popularity and profitability over the past decade. One of
the most widely used Natural Language Processing
(NLP) tools is sentiment analysis. Numerous researchers
have done remarkable work in the subject of Sentiment
Analysis for English. But because to the complexities of
Arabic syntax and spelling, the amount of work on
Sentiment Analysis for Arabic is fairly limited. Although
English, Arabic has several languages, making Sentiment
Analysis for Arabic extremely challenging and
complicated, particularly when utilising data acquired
from social media platforms, which have been shown to
be unorganised and loud. The majority of work on
sentiment evaluation in Arabic has focused on vocabulary
and basic algorithms for machine learning. Furthermore,
due to the scarcity of data sets with annotations for
Arabic, most of the research was done on small amounts
of data. This work provides cutting-edge research for
Sentiment Analysis of Arabic Microblogging based on
novel methodologies and an advanced Arabic text data
preparation pipeline.

Altowayan et al. [33,34] suggested a method on
sentiment-specific embeddings improve Arabic analysis
of sentences. Many natural language processing activities
rely on the quality of word representations to produce
good results. To create effective word matrices for Arabic
sentiment analysis, several things must be considered,
including corpus selection, text pre-processing, and
training selection of models. In this research, we show
how to improve sentiment analysis outcomes by creating
sentiment-specific embedded data learned with the
unsupervised fast Text tool for both CBOW and
skip-gram systems. The findings suggest that fast Text
embedding systems are a good alternative for recovering
semantic and syntactic data from standard Arabic in
addition to a dialectal language. In fact, fast Text is more
applicable to semantically rich dialects such as Arabic. To
test the usefulness of the obtained word embeddings, we
constructed polarity sentiment classifiers and contrasted
how they performed on three distinct datasets to two
comparable algorithms described in the literature. The
performance assessment results indicate that our approach
surpasses counterparts on appropriate data sets by up to
5% using F1-score.

Omara et al. [35,36] suggested a method on using
recurrent networks to analyse Arabic sentiment. Deep
learning techniques are distinguished by their capacity to
learn distinguishing and discriminating features. These
methods can uncover complicated relationships and
patterns in high-dimensional information. Machine

learning algorithms use multiple layers of nonlinear
neural processing units to extract features. Natural
Language Processing (NLP) is one of the domains that
has used deep architectures with a noteworthy advance in
measurement of performance. Because of their efficiency
for processing sequential input, recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) and their variants, such as Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) and Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM), are
widely utilised in NLP applications. LSTMs and GRUs
can be especially beneficial because they can deal with
the problems of vanishing and exploding gradients that
RNNs frequently face. Additionally, Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) are popular deep architectures
employed in language processing tasks. Sentiment
analysis (SA) is a specific NLP task that focuses on
analyzing viewpoints, beliefs, emotions, and feelings
expressed in text. SA aims to determine the author’s
attitude towards a particular topic and classify the
sentiment polarity into predefined categories. Employing
SA in business analytics helps gain insights into
consumer behavior and demands. For Arabic sentiment
analysis, the suggested study employs deep LSTM, GRU,
and CNN models. The aforementioned models are built
and validated using character-level representations. In
addition, the study investigates deep mixed models that
mix various levels of CNN with LSTM or GRU. The goal
is to look into the capabilities of deep GRU, LSTM, and
hybrid architectures for learning and extracting features
from character-level approximations. The results show
that combining various designs can increase sentiment
analysis job efficiency. In terms of precision,
CNNLSTM/GRU combos beat deep LSTM and GRU
algorithms.

Alayba et al.[37,38] proposed a method on using
word encoding to improve Arabic Sentiment Analysis.
Because of the intricacies of the Arabic language in
morphological orthography, and languages, sentiment
analysis in Arabic can be particularly difficult.
Furthermore, extracting text features from brief messages
like tweets to measure emotion makes this work
considerably more complex. Deep neural networks have
been widely used in recent years and have produced
excellent outcomes in sentiment detection and natural
language processing applications. Word integration, also
known as word distribution, is a contemporary and strong
technology for capturing the closest terms from a
surrounding language. In this research, they discuss how
they build Word2Vec classifiers from a huge Arabic
corpus acquired from ten newspapers from various Arab
nations. We show increased sentiment categorization
accuracy (91%-95%) using several machine learning
methods and convolutional neural network (CNN) models
with varied text component choices on the publically
available Arabic language health sentiment database.

The processing and analysis of data sets with a large
number of dimensions or attributes is referred to as
high-dimensional computing. Because of the rising
complexity and size of data in numerous disciplines such
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as genomics, social networks, and image processing, it is
a field that has acquired substantial attention and
relevance in recent years. Traditional methods and
procedures may become inefficient or unfeasible when
dealing with high-dimensional data in terms of storage,
computation, and interpretation. As a result,
high-dimensional computing focuses on the development
of novel algorithms, data structures, and computing
environments capable of handling and extracting useful
knowledge from high-dimensional data. This discipline
includes dimensionality reduction, choosing features,
sparse representation, and scalable methods, with the goal
of addressing the curse of dimensionality and enabling
efficient and accurate analysis of complex data sets.
Researchers and practitioners hope to unleash the
potential of big data and draw important insights and
knowledge from high-dimensional information through
enhancing high-dimensional computing. The summary
table of total data is shown in Table 1.

3 Conclusion

The survey on high-dimensional computing with Arabic
language processing emphasises the increasing
importance and problems of dealing with large-scale data
in the context of Arabic language processing. The
research delves into the advances and techniques used in
high-dimensional computing, such as artificial
intelligence, NLP, and deep learning, to address the
intricacies of Arabic literature. It emphasises the
importance of effective data format, feature extraction,
and classification approaches in order to improve the
performance of Arabic language processing jobs.
Furthermore, the survey recognises the limitations and
constraints encountered in this subject, such as the
scarcity of labelled data, the complexity of Arabic
language structure, and the lack of comprehensive tools
and resources. Despite these challenges, the survey
highlights the potential of high dimensional computing to
improve numerous Arabic language applications such as
machine translation, sentiment analysis, text
categorization, and plagiarism detection. Future research
should concentrate on overcoming the mentioned
restrictions, increasing the availability of annotated
datasets, and building more robust and accurate
algorithms to progress high-dimensional computing in
Arabic language processing.
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Table 1: Summary on High dimensional Computing.
Reference Title Method Objective Drawback

[7,8] Arabic corpora

in software for

translation on the web

AI Impact on Machine

translation and

TM tools is stated

clearly

Fall short on

both media

management

and

Computational

intelligence

[9,10] Misogyny

and Sarcasm

Identification in

Arabic Texts Using

Artificial Intelligence

AI Best accuracy rate

is achieved

Fails to identify

a link between

numerous

themes and the

mixed language

difficulty

[11,12] DL based ArCAR

network for Arabic

text detection

DL based

ArCAR

Transmits Arabic

text at the element

level in order to

avoid preliminary

processing

constraints such

as stemming.

Difficulties

of multi-label

classification of

texts and Arabic

information

enhancement

were not

addressed.

[13,14] Classification of

Arabic Text

SVM, Naı̈ve

Bayes and

NN

The outcome

demonstrates that

the Support Vector

Machine produces

the best outcomes

Minor

variation,

writers

concluded that

the extraction

and selection

of features

are crucial

and impact

outcomes in a

variety of ways.

Alternative

feature

extraction

as well as

selection

approaches

with MLPNN

[15,16] Hierarchical multi-

label Arabic text

categorization system

Hierarchy of

Multilabel

Classifier

Model beats

every other model

included in the

trials in terms

of computing

expenses while

consuming less

time (2 h) than

other assessed

systems

The use of

multiple

organised

techniques for

determining

the number

of clusters in

the clustering

algorithm

Fast Text as

text depiction

techniques,

by the use

of distinct

stemming

computations

Arabic human

names for

simple

elimination

throughout

the stop word

removal phase

with each other.

[17,18] Multi-label classifier

using the binary

relevance (br)

approach for Arabic

data

Multi-label

classifier

The binary

relevance (BR)

classifier set is built

from the findings

of individual

binary classification

algorithms on every

field or category.

Research used

just a small

amount of data

One of the

research’s

limitations is

the absence of

well-annotated

data sets.

[19,20] The Influence

of Stemming

Techniques on

Arabic Document

Identification

SVM, Naı̈ve

Bayes and

KNN

When using

stemming

strategies, the

results improved

significantly and

produced an

important rise in

the accuracy of

classification.

The ARLStem

stemmer outscored

other stemmers

when utilising the

SVM classifier to

produce the best

results. As a result,

the SVM classifier

outperforms other

types of classifiers

since it can deal

with data with high

dimensions.

Study could

concentrate on

constructing an

Arabic stemmer

that tries to

address the

drawbacks

of current

stemming

approaches
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[21,22] Plagiarism detection

using Deep learning

Deep learning 99% of plagiarism

is detected.

If the

modifications

are limited to

single words,

the suggested

method can

detect text

similarity.

[23,24] Deep Learning

Algorithm for

Automatic Arabic

Dialect Identification

Deep learning Average

the model’s

efficiency for

every combination

of languages

The model’s

capacity to

generalise and

reliably classify

dialects can

be hampered

by a lack of

diverse and

well-annotated

data.

[25,26] ANLP and ML

system

Machine

Learning

Different ANLP

applications and

their importance

in such systems

based on machine

learning are clearly

described.

Fail to cover

the semi-

supervised and

unsupervised

learning.

[27,28] Bidirectional encoder

reconstructions from

transformer (BERT)

to advance natural

language processing

(NLP)

NLP Improved outcomes

in the specified

NLP issues in

contrast to base

ML systems while

reducing expensive

pre-processing

chores

Lighter

versions of

BERT-like

architectures

to decrease

training time

periods can be

used.

[29,30] A collection of

Arabic Word

Embedding Models

for application in

Arabic Natural

Language Processing

(NLP).

NLP Employ models

that have been

trained to improve

the efficiency on

different NLP tasks.

Limited in the

character level

embeddings

and use these

models to

improve several

of the already

discussed

challenges,

such as Arabic

sentiment

analysis and

recognition of

named entities.

[31,32] Deep learning for

Arabic text analysis

of sentiment

Sentimental

analysis

Better accuracy

obtained

Limited amount

of data has been

used.

[33,34] Sentiment-specific

embeddings improve

Arabic analysis of

sentences.

Sentimental

Analysis

Better performance

and the error rate is

reduced.

Limited data is

used.

[35,36] Recurrent networks

to analyse Arabic

sentiment

RNN 95% of accuracy is

obtained.

Hybrid method

can be utilized

to get better

performance

[37,38] Encoding to improve

Arabic Sentiment

Analysis

Machine

Learning,

CNN

91% to 95% of

accuracy

Failed to

deal with the

negotiation of

words.

[39,40] A conceptual

approach on NLP

based Arabic

metaphor

NLP The important area

such as cognitivists

and computational

system

This

subjectivity

makes creating

a uniform

and objective

framework

for detecting

and analysing

metaphors

in Arabic

language

difficult.

Individuals’

interpretations

and

comprehension

of metaphors

may differ,

which can

lead to

inconsistencies

and challenges

in developing

a standardised

computational

model.

[41,42] Arabic text grouping

with better algorithms

for clustering that

reduce dimensionality.

SVM Better accuracy and

fewer error were

obtained

Important term

was deleted

as the ratio of

the document

increase.

[43,44] Feature Selection

Technique for Arabic

text categorization

Employing

Compound Word

Stats

SVM It clearly states

that the suggested

approach can

improve standard

methods of

classification in

order to acquire the

best classification

outcomes.

Other text

mining

approaches

should be

investigated in

the future to

take advantage

of other

relationships

between terms.

[45,46] A Combination of

Methods Research to

Examine the Critical

Success Factors

(CSFs) of E-Learning

in Saudi Universities

Content

Validity

Analysis

Analysis of Critical

success factor

Critical factory

might vary from

place to place

or it depends

upon the region

to region

[47,48] Multi-Dimensional

Recurrent Neural

Networks for

Arabic Video Text

Recognition

RNN Text recognition

from video

Lacks in

sequential

coding

[49,50] A Comparative Study

using K-Means and

Topic Modelling

to Cluster Arabic

Documents

K-means

algorithm

It first demonstrates

that normalising

the weights in the

vector space for

the document-term

matrices of written

content greatly

increases cluster

quality and thus

cluster reliability

when using the

k-means algorithm

for clustering.

Building an

embedding

framework

for words

for Arabic

text could be a

major limitation

of the study

[51,52] Approaches Reliable

Identification

of Offensive

Behaviour in Arabi

Communicating

Online

Text mining,

SVM

Researcher report

the findings of

predictive models

for detecting

anti-social

behaviour in Arabic

communication

via the internet,

such as comments

containing obscene

or harmful terms

and phrases.

Researcher gathered

and classified a

huge dataset of

Arabic YouTube

comments

that includes

both offensive

and harmless

statements.

The main

disadvantage

is that other

variables, such

as textual

context, were

not taken

into account.

Furthermore,

it may be

important

to analyse

and contrast

alternative

categorization

algorithms,

particularly

the use of

deep neural

networks.

[53] A Telehealth

Prediction Text

Systems for Medical

Suggestions

In the Arabic Context,

a Deep Learning

Technique

Deep learning Deep learning

models gave

appropriate

suggestions for

the subsequent

word roughly half

of the time, which

was encouraging.

Training

algorithms

on larger-scale

datasets can

improve the

efficacy of

the produced

models.
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